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FUN OUT BACK!
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What could be better than splashing into your 
backyard pool and lounging in your fl oating chaise on 
a sweltering summer afternoon?

Perhaps a pool that becomes part of your landscape 
architecture, integrating waterfalls, ponds and 
patios – and creating a cornerstone to your outdoor 
entertaining. 

Upscale Des Moines homeowners are adding water 
features that take their pools to this next level, says 
Mario Alba, manager of Central Iowa Pool & Spa in 
Des Moines.

“These features appeal to your senses, both the sight 
and the sound of running and falling water,” says 
Ted Lare, owner of Ted Lare Design/Build in Des 
Moines. “They have a calming effect and add to the 
relaxation of spending time in your own backyard.”

Mark and Cindy Merkel wanted to turn their 
backyard into a retreat. Inspired by the creek in the 
backyard of their Urbandale home, they envisioned a 
waterfall feature that would wind through the rest of 
their backyard.

“We sit back off the road a ways in a wooded 
area, and it’s very peaceful,” Mark Merkel says. “We 
wanted the feel of a waterfall or a mountain stream.”

They asked six or seven landscape companies to 
submit designs and chose their favorite. The design 
from Capital Landscaping in Des Moines included 
circular boulder walls, a fi replace and a granite slab 
bridge. 

“Our house is fairly square,” Merkel says. “The 
curvature really contrasts and adds a different look, a 
different dimension.”

Local homeowners also want waterside fi replaces, fi re 
pits or outdoor cooking areas, Lare says. 
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Create a Splash
Water features turn backyards into at-home resorts

Greg and Delynn Boal started with a concrete sidewalk and stairs in 
the backyard of their West Des Moines home. Jean Lare, a landscape 
designer from Ted Lare Design/Build, designed a circular landscape 
that plays on the formality the Boals prefer inviting to walk through. 
“They wanted a place to sit and enjoy the tranquility of water,” Lare 
says.

CONTINUED >>
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‘The curvature really 
contrasts and adds a 
different look.’

“The trend is really to have the biggest and best 
outdoor entertaining area that your space and 
budget can afford.” 

To that end, when Lare meets with clients, he helps 
them articulate their dream space and then works 
with them to accomplish their goals within any 
limitations imposed by their property.

“Certain systems are easier to maintain than others,” 
Lare says. “People are looking for the best-looking 
design – but they want to pair that with the lowest-
maintenance options.”

Most water features are incorporated as a part of 
the home’s irrigation system and can be used as 
soon as temperatures climb above freezing.  
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Mark and Cindy Merkel of Urbandale enlisted Capital Landscaping 
to help them transform their large backyard into a peaceful getaway 
with a waterfall and entertaining areas. “The whole thing is set up so 
that you have a dining area and then you have an area that you just 
relax in with the fi re pit, which will also serve as a multi-functional grill 
that you can actually prepare food on,” Mark says.
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